Pulse shaping during Raman-seed amplification for short laser pulses.
Raman-seed pulse amplification in a one-dimensional backscattering geometry is investigated with the help of numerical simulations and analytical estimates. The significant dependence of the initial amplification on the pulse form is revisited on the basis of a three-wave interaction as well as a kinetic Vlasov model. It is shown how the short duration of the input seed pulse influences its subsequent behavior, depending on plasma density and pump strength. The evolution during a "start-up period," which has been observed earlier, can be explained analytically. In the nonlinear (pump depletion) regime, the pulse generated in the start-up period will be further amplified and may evolve into a self-similar π-pulse solution. The Vlasov code predicts algebraic growth in time of the seed amplitude, similar to the findings based on self-similar solutions of the three-wave-interaction model. An initially very narrow pulse is shown to grow more slowly than an initially broad one.